Integrated Harbor Security System Enhances Port Protection

Layered Security Systems Provide Situational Awareness and Threat Detection
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We in America generally take the free movement of goods into and out of ports as routine, until a strike or security event limits port operation. A one-day delay at busy ports like Los Angeles, Long Beach and Seattle may represent millions of dollars of lost revenue. Even worse is the threat of importing a dirty bomb or a weapon of mass destruction (WMD). Security systems must be implemented in order to counter highly sophisticated threats. Currently, our commercial and military ports are increasing security levels. But are the systems up to the task? Threats range from low-tech suicide bombers to sophisticated terrorists, and include the introduction of a WMD in a shipping container into a port area. A wide variety of integrated, disparate sensors are necessary to generate a high level of situational awareness in and around the port, while facilitating, rather than hampering, the flow of commerce.

Science Applications International Corp. (SAIC) has developed several layered security systems aimed at providing broad-based situational awareness, early threat detection and event management. Using both SAIC-developed technology and commercially available hardware as appropriate, the systems produce cost-effective solutions that enhance port operations.

One important element of port security is often the last to be enhanced. Waterfront security has traditionally been largely ignored, except at military ports. With the level of threats that exist today, ignoring this aspect is now done at our peril.

Successful waterfront security requires the intensification of surveillance and security measures, the provision of command situation awareness on and around the water, the dependability of rapid and effective threat response and the provision of overall security for high-value assets and critical infrastructure. The purpose of an integrated harbor security system (IHSS) is to provide broad-based surface and underwater surveillance. To do this, a variety of sensors and subsystems are integrated to allow in-depth coverage and notice-of-intrusion from any quarter.

Sonar Detects Divers, Submersibles

Undersea threats, such as divers, have exacted a heavy toll on moored ships and facilities in several areas in the world. Undersea mines or limpets strategically placed can create substantial damage. To counter this threat, a diver detection sonar is one of the primary components of a harbor security system.

Sonar provides the initial detection and tracking of divers, swimmers and mini submersibles at sufficient ranges to allow response forces time to act. SAIC's IHSS employs a state-of-the-art diver detection sonar with many adjustable elements that provide optimal long-range performance in shallow water. Upon the initial detection of intrusion, effective signal processing allows the system to automatically track and display divers present in high-clutter environments, such as noisy harbors.
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Radar Tracks Air and Sea Craft

Radar is the second primary component of the IHSS. In this instance, radar is used for the detection and tracking of approaching surface craft and other threats, such as low-flying aircraft. The radar requirements are matched to target range and type, and most harbors require a detection range of less than one nautical mile. A major advantage of radar is that it is operational in conditions of near-zero visibility, with auto-detect and track features. The radar can provide unattended alarms in selected areas, and automatically feed target information to pan and tilt motors, which point infrared and visible cameras for further identification.

Cameras Provide Identification

Infrared cameras and sensitive low-light closed-circuit television systems are the third major sensor subsystem of the integrated harbor security system. These are also sometimes referred to as thermal and visual imaging systems (TIS/VIS). The cameras are used for positive visual identification of threats during the day, night and in most weather conditions. Camera and lens selection is configured for each application, depending upon the environment, range and threat. To provide good coverage and maximum effectiveness in radar and sonar zones, both infrared cameras and standard video cameras are recommended. Options and upgrades to camera systems include wireless data links, radar/video data fusion, enhanced radar and automated target detection and tracking with all video or infrared cameras. A relatively new, but highly effective, sensor for the IHSS is laser-illuminated imaging. These subsystems can provide imaging at longer ranges, under more adverse conditions than can a standard infrared camera or visual camera. This imaging can be a cost-effective and readily adaptable solution to long-range targeting and identification requirements, regardless of whether it is day or night. Ideally, a laser system should be portable and versatile, and in support of both mounted and dismounted operations. It is also important that the laser imaging system be safe for the human eye. Previous systems operated in infrared wavelengths carried a severe risk of optical damage or blinding to both observed and friendly forces, but current technology allows systems that avoid these risks.

Command Communication

The central element in any integrated security system is the command, control and communications (C3) display. This element is a desktop or laptop computer system that provides system control and communications with the various sensors, and combines the data and processing results on a common situation display. The software will provide automatic, unattended alarms from the station upon any intrusion detected by the sensors. A watchstanding can then use the cameras or other sensor outputs to further identify the threat, and to quickly evaluate the situation to provide the most appropriate response. The SAIC IHSS employs variations of the C3 displays developed for military systems, and adapts them to the requirements of each application.

Floating Harbor Fence

SAIC offers several other new options to the basic IHSS. The harbor fence is a portable, reusable and environmentally friendly floating device designed to provide a visible line
The tactical display uses effective signal processing to automatically track and display divers in high-clutter environments when an intrusion is detected.

It can be alternatively attached to most other floating security or containment booms. The acoustic fence sensors and the associated signal processing algorithms provide automated, unattended detection, alert and localization of an underwater intruder, upon any penetration of the sound curtain. The algorithms provide tracking in the vicinity of the tripwire, prediction of future track and classification features to help minimize false alarms from marine mammals or other non-threatening targets. The booms are moored at a sufficient distance from the vessel to provide a significant amount of time for a response. Both systems have been de-
veloped to be easily deployed and retrieved in about an hour by two to three people in a small boat, or to be used as a fixed asset. The combination of the harbor fence and the acoustic fence provides a high degree of both above-water and underwater perimeter security for either military or commercial applications.

Other Security Options

Other options to the FHSS camera systems include the portable security system (PSS) and the deployable video surveillance system (DVSS). The PSS is a low-cost camera system that functions as a highly portable surveillance system, consisting of a man-portable tripod-like mast that supports a thermal imaging camera with an integral color camera, plus radar.

The uncooled thermal camera, which requires no light to operate, creates a clear picture of surrounding objects. Images are read into a TIS/ VIS monitor at the C3 display. It has an incorporated chart, plotter and global positioning system receiver. The PSS is currently being used successfully in many areas, including the provision of surveillance for remote oil rigs.

The DVSS is a deployable, advanced technology motion-detection system that consists of four color-fixed, low-light cameras and one pan tilt zoom camera installed at each corner of the protected staging area. This system provides automatic, unattended alarms when motion is detected in selected areas of the field of view, functioning as a remote watchstander. Two wireless video units transmit real-time video to a control unit housed in a rugged PC to evaluate the threat and call for an appropriate response. Utilizing commercial off-the-shelf hardware and SAIC systems, the DVSS is ideal for detecting hostile and threatening intrusions at remote or unattended facilities, from both the water or on land.

The need to exclude or intercept hostile personnel and dangerous material in our seaports is the first line of defense. Integrated harbor security systems are the recognized tools necessary to keeping our harbors safe. By incorporating multiple layers of sensors and surveillance, the ability to respond rapidly and effectively to threats will keep the trade and supply chain open with a minimum of risk and personal safety. /nv
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